


The Future is Now
 

Scientists tell us there are an infinite number of possible futures.

Individually we select (at every moment) the next step in our

future. This is based on the decision we made at each given

moment in time. For example, I remain at home instead of

attending a friend’s party. At the party is one possible future

spouse. As I did not attend the party I shall never meet this person.

The marriage to this person does not take place for me in this time

line.

 

What if I had attended the party? Perhaps I don’t feel confident

enough to talk to this fascinating person. Once again the marriage

to this person does not take place. Another ‘me’ does strike up a

conversation and within a few years we are married.

 

This of course raises some important points



 

How do I know which decisions are the correct ones?

What should I look out fort o guarantee a perfect future?

Could it be possible to peek into my future so I know which

decision is correct?

 

In a linear timeline there is only one past and future history. In a

branching ‘many worlds style multiverse’ all possible timelines

already exist. It has been proven mathematically that all versions of

you experience all that they could possibly. Individual versions of

you experience a subset of all possibilities. Further questions arise

 

Am I able to connect with any of the other me?

Given an infinite amount of time do I experience all there is

to experience?

İs it possible I could be all there is to be?

 



The latter question is perhaps the most important. For today

scientists are finally agreeing with the Ascended Masters. We are all

drops in the Ocean of Consciousness and therefore we are the

Ocean of Consciousness. We are all One. This is known as the

Unified Field Theory and places each of us in a position of

ultimate power (if only we knew it).

 

In other books I expound on this fact. Please read them.

 

What if you could travel to the future?

 

Everybody dreams of a future that is blissful, without war and

without work.

 



 

The ideal future for those who are sane is a peaceful world.

Individuality would be celebrated. Skills would be honed and

talents encouraged. There would be no currency of any kind,

rather a fair barter system established between neighbours and

perhaps distant countries. Everybody would be fed and clothed

using nanotechnology.

 

This same nanotechnology would enable robots to automatically



create new dwellings, transportation systems and fantastic cities

even in our skies. The ideal construct would be ‘rule’ by benign

computer that automatically tends to the needs of every individual

on the planet. Therefore greed and selfishness would be

unnecessary as we would have everything we desire. Do you think

this possible?

 

 

Perhaps some have peeked into our future by travelling through

stargates, some constructed many hundreds of thousands of years

ago, some in the present.

 

When the Large Hadron Collider at CERN is fully operational it

shall be our biggest time machine. We are all time travellers in the

sense that each moment is a step into the future. Yet this miles long

underground complex will physically transport humans and goods

into the future and possibly into the past.



 

Time of course is linear (travels in a straight line) so we progress

from a point that becomes our past towards our future which

manifests as the present at every moment. However scientists have

proven that time as we know it does not exist.

 

In the twenty first century we still measure time using clocks. The

most accurate clock is the atomic clock. Despite increased accuracy

it is impossible to capture time precisely for time is different at

each different locale. Take as an example the International Date

Line. On one side it is yesterday on the other tomorrow.

 

Time is not the same throughout the Universe and in fact time does

not even move at a uniform rate. The faster an object is moving

the slower time passes for that object. Upon approaching the speed

of light an object may literally be travelling backwards in time. If it

was possible to travel at greater than the speed of light we will



have perfected time travel.

 

 

 

Astronauts have all experienced this effect. Upon their return to

Earth they all aged more slowly than those of us who remain on

our planet. Furthermore scientists have now proven that we do not

live merely in three dimensions but in four – we call spacetime.



Spacetime is not linear but may be bent by the effect of

gravitational force, especially that of the mysterious black holes. It

is in the depths of a black hole that we shall discover just how to

travel in time.

 

 

In the diagram below we see that the gravitational force of our

planet creates a distortion in the spacetime field. We live with this



distortion observing this bending of light but viewing it as being

normal. The light from the Sun takes eight minutes to travel to the

Earth so the Sun we see is eight minutes younger than the actual

Sun. Similarly there are stars that have ceased to exist but the light

from those stars takes so long to reach our planet we are still

receiving an impression of living stars. In effect we have travelled

back in time to when the stars existed.

 

 



 

Imagine we were able to fold spacetime upon itself, essentially

placing two points (normally millions of miles or perhaps

thousands of light years away from each other) together (this is

easily demonstrated by folding two diagonally opposite edges of a

piece of paper together). Instead of taking many light years to

travel from one point to the other travel would be theoretically

instantaneous. In fact mathematics proves that it is possible to



return to a point BEFORE leaving that locale. This is termed a time

loop and scientists agree it is fundamentally not only possible but

occurs in certain types of black holes.

 

 

Technically it is possible to travel through time by entering a black

hole then exiting through the other side. Some ‘alien’ spacecraft

appear to do just this (read my UFO Chronicles). In the diagram

below a specific type of black hole is created and maintained.

 



 

Without bending spacetime travel from point A to point B will take

an inordinate amount of time. By folding spacetime (like the

aforementioned paper) the journey will be infinitely shorter,

perhaps instantaneous. Mathematically this is provable. The Large

Hadron Collider in Geneva has already demonstrated the existence

of the Higgs particle. Why then have scientists received permission

to build an even bigger LHC around Geneva? Just what do they

hope to achieve by sending subatomic particles at even greater



speed over a greater distance? Accept that our scientists now

believe in the prospect of travel through time. Are they about to

open Pandoro’s Box?

 

In all previous writings (What Our Governments Don’t Want Us

To Know,  UFO Chronicles, Aliens Are Our Friends etc – please

read them all) I have diligently researched and seriously presented

my findings. Naturally there is a problem with presenting Time

Travel as a serious subject but what if time travel is a reality, a

reality we have chosen to deny? Just like angels and invisibility

Time Travel could not possibly exist, could it?

 

The content of this treatise is currently unbelievable. I have no

problem with you discrediting everything written here. It is too

fantastic for our minds to comprehend. So was the idea of

travelling at speeds greater than 30 mph to people of the eighteenth

century.



 

It would never be possible to fly thought the people of the

nineteenth century. Instant communication to another individual at

the other side of the planet can never be achieved thought the

people of the twentieth century.

 

Before embarking upon the most fantastic information I have ever

unearthed  (I have written books on the ANUNNAKI, UFOs,

NWO, FEMA camps, DUMBS and much more) I must begin by

confessing that I also had no belief that time travel was possible –

as a child I just hoped it might be:

 



 

Funding for the Hadron Collider near Geneva promises to top a

trillion dollars. Not content with chasing an invisible particle

scientists have been given the green light to build an even larger

LHC:

 

The truth is hiding in plain sight. Scientists, militarists and western

Governments cannot control their excitement as they approach the

creation of the first modern stargate. Using a miniature controlled

black hole (look out Geneva) the aim is to open a portal to another



place in the Universe – and anytime in the Universe. The proposal

is to be able to travel anywhere in spacetime. Spacetime is the four

dimensions we exist in (or the acknowledged dimensions). Just as

a fish perceives no existence outside its watery environment or a

two dimensional being fails to comprehend a third dimension

humans cannot conceive of more than four. Yet scientists have

proven that there are at least ten dimensions.

 

The LHC was constructed to race a sub molecular particle to

speeds approaching light speed. Time itself is not the same

throughout the Universe. Time passes more slowly the faster the

speed of a body. Scientists know that travel at the speed of light is

impossible (so they believe at present) but travelling at speeds

approaching the speed of light essentially slow time down.

Astronauts aged more slowly than those of us left behind on planet

Earth.

 

Technically a party sent into outer space travelling at near light



speed for one year would encounter an Earth more than fifty years

into the future upon its return, this of course is time travel.

Travelling through time has fascinated scientists since Albert

Einstein proposed the concept early in the twentieth century. A

good deal to ingest. There is lots more to follow. First let us have a

little fun. Be aware that some of the you tube videos I ask you to

watch simply vanish or fail to open, some are credible hoaxes but

good fun. Keep an open mind, enjoy the following before we

return to the serious business of time travelling.

 

Featured in you tube videos a character by the name of James

Kitchum claims to have met not only Wyatt Earp but also Einstein,

the Kennedys and the Beatles as well as discovering gold in

California. Yet he is still alive to work in Hollywood in 2013.

During all these times he appears to be somewhere in his early

twenties.

 

Many of the sites I visited regarding James have vanished and others are



impossible to access though still present in the search for James Kitchum. If

these videos are a hoax and James a non existent person why is the NSA

blocking site access and interfering with the video feed? Is he one of their time

travellers? More likely the video film is a beautiful hoax.

 

So of course it is possible to falsify video information. Now let’s examine

some beliefs that may substantiate the reality of Time Travel.

 

Nazi stargate at the South Pole

 

Towards the end of the second world war the Nazis were

launching V1 and a limited number of V2 rockets at the capital city

of England. In four years their technology had improved a

hundredfold. Were they receiving alien help? Many believe so and

there are documents and photographs to substantiate this belief.

 



Of course the photograph above is faked but are the photos

below?

 



 

 



Photographs of Nazi generals overseeing test flights of UFOs.

Whatever next?

 



 

Operation High Jump

 

Whilst Operation Paperclip (the need to move top German

scientists by the hundred to the USA before the Russians claimed

them) was vitally important it became of secondary importance to

Operation High Jump. In 1946 an American fleet led by Admiral



Byrd was despatched to Antarctica. On. the 24th September the

aircraft carrier Currituck began launching aircraft on

reconnaissance missions. What were they looking for in the frozen

wastes of the South Pole?

 

After the Second World War ended German scientists working on

antigravity propulsion (some blueprints featured below) reported

to their American bosses that Hitler had established a base at New

Swabia, Antarctica. Please watch videos on you tube that list

strange structures seen from Google Earth. You will notice in

Antarctica large metal ‘caps’ hundreds of metres in diameter

shielding entrances to underground developments. It was in these

underground developments that the same scientists had stated that

the Nazis may have developed a means to travel through time. The

American hierarchy was justifiably petrified.

 

 



 

 

The American fleet had to retreat due to bombardment from

saucer-shaped craft that flew at incredible speeds. American

aircraft were shot down and a destroyer sunk. In return the

American fleet had captured a Nazi U-Boat, in Antarctica. The

Americans retreated. Later in New York the leader of the

expedition Admiral Byrd intimated that America should prepare



for terrible reprisals. He stated that the technology found in the air

over the Antarctic was far superior to that of the U.S. Military

 

 

At the end of the Second World War many u-boats and hundreds



of scientists were unaccounted for. Some of these began to

reemerge after the war in Argentina but the whereabouts of most

remains a mystery to this day.

 

John Sireson’s testimony to a battle on February 26th 1947

between American aircraft and UFOs is transcripted here:

 

“They flew vertically out of the water. The two corsair from the

Casablanca were slain by some mysterious ray like a satanic beast

spitting deadly fire. The destroyer Murdoch was hit by some sort

of ray of light and just as suddenly it was sunk. We took heavy

losses then the saucers dove back underwater”

 

Die Glocke

 

Hitler and chosen members of his beloved Third Reich were

obsessed with the occult. They attracted members of secret



societies such as the Thule Society and its inner circle, the Vril

Society. For centuries members of occult organisations throughout

the planet had sought immortality, power over the Underworld and

the ability to travel anywhere in time and space. As well as creating

an underground base at Neu Swabenland, Antarctica and

fashioning antigravity stealth flying saucers the Nazi scientists were

engaged in creating a time machine. They named it the Bell (Die

Glocke). Employing the knowledge of Nikola Tesla Nazi scientists

were in the process of perfecting Time Travel at the demise of the

Second World War. Nikola Tesla gave the world alternating current

(superceding the inferior direct current of the famous Thomas

Edison).

 



 

In 1882 Tesla discovered rotating magnetic current. He proceeded

to link the AC with magnetic current. He harnessed the power of

Niagra Falls by producing the world’s first Hydro Electric plant

and was a Pioneer of x-rays. Financially supported by J. Pierpont



Morgan Tesla built the Wardenclyffe laboratory and its famous

transmitting tower in Shoreham, Long Island between 1901 and

1905.

 

This huge landmark was 187 feet high, capped by a 68-foot copper

dome which housed the magnifying transmitter.  It was planned to

be the first broadcast system, transmitting both signals and power

without wires to any point on the globe.  The huge magnifying

transmitter, discharging high frequency electricity, would turn the

earth into a gigantic dynamo which would project its electricity in

unlimited amounts anywhere in the world.  Tesla's concept of

wireless electricity was used to power ocean liners, destroy

warships, run industry and transportation and send

communications instantaneously all over the globe.  To stimulate

the public's imagination, Tesla suggested that this wireless power

could even be used for interplanetary communication.

 



Members of the Vril organisation had papers belonging to Tesla

that both intimated the possibility of eternal regeneration (frequent

immersion in a special electrical force field) and the prospect of

communication across space and time. Did the Nazi scientists

complete their work or did they send their ‘bell’ into the future to

escape the prying eyes of invading American troops.

 

Almost 1000 top scientists were unaccounted for after the Second

World War ended. Many of these may have fled to Antarctica, to

work underground in New Berlin, Neu Swabenland. In Operation

Paperclip the Americans swooped on Germany to offer top

scientists posts in the USA. Some of these scientists must have

worked on the Die Glocke Project.

 

Using the Bell to scry into the future they were able to reveal where

they would be posted in the year 1965. In that same year a strange

bell-shaped object appeared in the skies of Pennsylvania, precisely

where the scientists knew they had sent it. On the ground the same



scientists were waiting for the return of their Project.

 

The story becomes even more macabre from now on. Civilians

witnessed the ‘UFO’ spiralling slowly down to the ground where it

landed safely. Those who attempted to investigate were swiftly

despatched by members of the military (who wore no recognisable

insignia). A flatbed truck removed Die Glocke. Witnesses were

threatened with death should they discuss the situation.

 

Grandfather Principle

 

Should a person (call him Joe) discover a way to travel backwards

through time then he would surely be able to travel back to a time

before he was born. Let us say he visits a time period during which

his grandfather and grandmother are ‘courting’. His grandmother

spurns his grandfather in favour of Joe then marries Joe. Crazy but

possible if travelling backwards in time is also possible.



 

More seriously major world events (such as the outbreak of World

War One or the sinking of the Titanic) could easily be averted –

John Kennedy could be alive today. This of course means that the

future would be irrevocably affected to present an entirely

different future (one we are not familiar with). Events that happen

to trigger other events are termed the Butterfly Effect as these

effects sweep around the world. This brings into effect something

known as the Collective Consciousness which I strongly

recommend you research.

 

So time travel to the past is thought to be impossible simply

because the present is fixed - we cannot change the past or we

would be continuously changing the present. This of course

assumes that the present is fixed and immutable. This does not

presuppose that the future cannot be altered so for many years

now scientists have been looking for ways to peep into our future.

 



Andrew Basiago says he was involved in experiments to peep into

the future and more alarmingly he states that he (along with many

other children) has visited the past.

 

Our brains are hard-wired to think of time as being linear. What if

our brains are wrong? After all it is possible to enter a DVD at any

position, play, repeat, replay and even to add more data to the

DVD. Should our ‘reality’ be like a DVD then we must be able to

travel forwards, backwards and even sideways in time,

theoretically being able to create an infinite number of possible

pasts, presents and futures.

 

Stargate at UR

 

The 2003 invasion of Iraq was a ploy to seize control of its rich oil

supplies. In fact the oilfields have been sold off by the U.S. to the

highest bidders at the cost of millions of lives. Yet there was an



even more sinister reason for invading the Arabian Gulf, site of

our most ancient civilisation - Sumeria. There was a pressing need

to occupy the now isolated ancient city of UR, to capture the

stargate Saddam Hussein bragged about before he discovered how

to employ this ancient technology. Just like the film of the same

name Saddam’s scientists were hell bent on trying to unravel the

secret of travelling through spacetime.

 



 

Whilst the major U.S. forces were heavily bombing Baghdad and

Basra an elite force captured the Zigarrat at UR. Here lay the REAL

weapon of mass destruction. A stargate to any point in spacetime

could literally give its owner control of the world, perhaps the

Universe. Control of a unique weapon such as a time travel device

would provide the U.S. Military with mastery of the world.

 

Task Force 20 was despatched to occupy the National Museum in

Baghdad to prevent vitally important information being stolen

from the Museum. Among this vital information was thought to be

clues to the use of Saddam’s stargate.

 

An airbase was established at UR and the U.S. forces remained at

this city for ten years.

 

Conjecture places this stargate under ground in a military



establishment known as area 52.

 

In the following videos suggestion is made of other ancient

stargates used by the ‘gods’ to transport themselves and goods to

and from our planet. One such lies in a cliff at Puno near Lake

Titicaca in Peru. Another in Bolivia is termed the Gateway of the

Sun.

 

Andrew Basiago was a child Time Traveller. Later we will

investigate this man and a collegue of his – Bernard Mendez. Both

are alive, both claim to have taken part in time travel experiments

operated by the U.S. Military between two ‘portals’ based near

New York and in California. These experiments were an advanced

version of Tesla’s ideas using initially Die Glocke (the Nazi Bell).

However, by the late 1960s the Bell had been replaced with a

chamber then later by an ‘elevator’. A torsion field was created

around the chamber that would actually alter not only the

coordinates of space but also the ‘coordinates’ of time. Howard



Hughes and even Barack Obama were said to be involved in these

experiments that even promoted travel to Mars. But first:

 

Philadelphia Experiment catapulted sailor to 2749

 

Almost everyone has heard of the disappearing warship USS

Eldridge at the Philadelphia naval yard in 1943 whereby a

powerful magnetic field surrounded the ship.

 

There were terrible casualties and several sailors disappeared

forever. Some seamen were said to be fused with the metal of the

ship, others were on fire. Yet the experiment was denied by the

U.S. Navy and leading scientists said to have designed this

experiment in teleportation denied being present that day. One of

these scientists was Albert Einstein.

 



 

Among the skeleton crew of the USS Eldridge that day were two

brothers named Cameron. They were paramount in initiating the

experiment. Upon instruction they threw a switch which instantly

caused an intense magnetic field to surround the ship. Witnesses in

the naval yard reported a green fog surrounding the ship. Then

within minutes the ship shimmered and disappeared. The

experiment to create an invisible warship was a success.

 



In the naval shipyard at Norfolk, Virginia the USS Eldridge began

to materialise (a succesful experiment in teleportation over 270

miles). Back in Philadelphia for twenty minutes nothing could be

seen then out of the green fog the ship reappeared. Fires had

broken out onboard and the entire crew had officially ‘gone mad’. 

Some bodies were fused with the metal of the ship, many were

retching or reeling about the deck in a daze.

 

Survivors were released from the navy – those who wanted to

expose the terrible things that had happened were deemed insane.

Sailors who died that day were listed as lost in action in the

Atlantic Ocean. Others simply disappeared – they were also

‘officially dead’. Among those considered to have died ‘in the

Atlantic’ was switch room operator Ed Cameron. Ed apparently

lived to tell his amazing tale after he returned from the year 2749.

 

The Amazing Story of Ed Cameron



 

Ed Cameron (seaman aboard the ill-fated USS Eldridge in 1943)

claims to have been catapulted into the year 2137 then on to the

year 2749. He describes cities floating in the sky and ‘computers’

of a crystalline structure linked to humans by telepathy. In effect

the ‘crystal computers’ manage society in our distant future.

Humans have no need to but often choose to work. Education is

considered most important. War is a thing of the past but weaponry

is maintained. High speed rail networks exist connecting the entire

planet. Entertainment is at an all time high. However, there is little

incentive to create or invent or progress as the system is entirely

socialist in nature. The population is maintained at a maximim of

half a billion. There is no recognised religion.

 

Here Ed has ceased to exist and is known now to the world by the

name Al Bielek. This entire story seems to be incredibly far-

fetched. Please research and come to your own conclusions.

 



John Titor

 

Is John a true time traveller? John Titor allegedly came back to us

from 2036 to let us know that scientists are developing time travel

in Switzerland at CERN – by opening up their very own black

hole. John claims the world is not a pleasant place in 2036. He

stated that he was sent back in time to rectify the strong possibility

of a thrid world war. Impressive or a massive hoax? Judge for

yourself. Titor did mention CERN and the specialised black hole

they created. Did I mention this earlier?  So we come full circle.

Perhaps many adventures through time are indeed cyclical with

two points in time forming a loop to determine the outcome of

both important periods. Anything is possible, anything can be

achieved IN TIME.

 

In the twentieth century the subject of time travel was a scientific

taboo yet some scientists were secretly trying to discover their own

methods of travelling through time. By the end of the century it



had been proven mathemtically that it is certainly theoretically

possible to travel into the future. Travel to the past was thought to

be impossible due to the grandfather principle.

 

 



Returning to the black hole possibilty of travelling through time by

warping spacetime itself. Mathematically this is absolutely possible.

Time travel is achieved by bending the space time continuum. At

CERN this is becoming absolutely probable. John Titor says it

absolutely is happening. Of course it was only a matter of time.

 

According to the video above two cosmic strings bend spacetime

thus allowing a ‘shortcut’across spacetime effectively allowing a

particle to reach a predetermined point in spacetime before light

reaches it and being able to travel back to its original point before

it left that point.

 

Cosmic strings may be found in special black holes and it is this

special black hole that scientists are attempting to create at CERN

in the LHC.

 

First we travelled greater than 30 mph, then we took to the air, then



personally communicated across the planet and even to the moon. 

Now we can travel instantly anywhere anytime. İt is conceivable to

return to a point in time before leaving it.

 

Scientists actually discuss the validity of time travel, the same

scientists who are drooling at the mouth over the LHC.

 

Operation Pegasus

 



 

Following the rediscovery of Die Glocke in 1965 German and

American scientists (funded by the CIA) worked to prefect a time

travel chamber. German scientists were able to peer into the future

using a nirror-like apparatus attached to the Bell but had

insufficient time during World War Two to begin experimentation

with time travel itself. They now had all the time and all the

resources they needed.

 



In the following video a radio talk show host talks to people who

have partaken in time travel experiments. They call it jumping. The

experimentation was codenamed Operation Pegasus. 

 

Here a number of individuals claim to have partaken in time travel

experiments beginning in the 1960s. I shall introduce you to these

individuals and relate their experiences.

 

Time Travelling Children

 

The American lawyer Andrew Basiago lectures on his childhood

experiences where he says he took part in time travel experiments

guided by his fatherr. Andrew’s father was Raymond F Basiago

(Engineer for Curits-Wright Aviation at Woodridge in the 1950s to

1970s).

 

He was asked to volunteer his son for time travel experiments.



Andrew was one of dozens of children placed into a specially

prepared capsule to partake in travels through time.

 

 

Andrew states with conviction that from the year 1967 he was

periodically transported from one locale to another both on and off

our planet both backwards and forwards in time.



 

We already live on Mars

 

Andrew Basiago claims to have been transported to Mars where he

visited a colony the U.S. Military are extablishing there. On the

first occasion he was only four years old. Prior to the ‘jump’ to

Mars his father Raymond read from a Manilla file issued by the

CIA which purported to be from the year 2008 written by no other

than Andrew himself – over 40 years in the future. Later his father

would show him a photograph of a Martian.

 



 

Teleportation would generally occur from building 68 of the

Curtis-Wright Aeronautical Facility in Woodridge New Jersey to

Los Alamos, New Mexico. The ‘journey’ would generally take

approximately thirty seconds.

 

On a special occasion in 1970 Andrew was taken to a remote

hanger where he witnessed a tear drop shaped space craft and was

introduced to the pilot and crew who had flown from Mars. The



beings were essentially human but with highly pitched voices. The

major difference between Martians and humans is the domed

forehead.

 

These ‘spacemen’ wore a red spacesuit emblazoned with a yellow

lightning bolt on the chest. At this meeting there was an agreement

for the Martians to share their advanced aeronautical technology.

 

In 1971 on Halloween night Andrew was sick in bed. His father

entered Andrew’s bedroom then presented Andrew with a paper

entitled ‘Life on Mars’. The paper was written by Andrew himself

in the year 2009.

 

In 1972 Andrew’s family moved to California. From 1980 Andrew

studied at UCLA. He was assigned a mentor - Courtney M Hunt -

who attempted to recruit Andrewinto the CIA.

 



Andrew ‘jumped’ through the stargate at the Convention Centre in

Santa Fe to the year 2045. He brought back to the radio microwave

tower in South West Colorado microfilmed canisters. The film

provided details of world events that would enable the Defence

Department of the USA in present time to prepare for certain

disasters that would occur in the forseeable future.

 

Andrew states that Donald Rumsfeld was attached to Project

Pegasus. He was in a senior position and was one of the officials

who wished the children engaged in PP to continue to time travel

during adulthood, despite there being danger to the individuals.

 

DARPA had five reasons for involving American school children

in such dangerous experiments.

 

The DoD wished to test mental and physical effects of

teleportation on children



Project Pegasus required school children as the holograms

created by chronovisors collapsed when adults entered them

Children see more than adults, primarily due to better

eyesight and curiosity

Training youngsters meant they were still available for many

years

They were to be employed in a Black Ops time/space off

planet programme

 

Andrew Basiago talks of his father participating in the

development of jet engines in an attempt to capture UFOs.

 



 

In 1981 Andrew Basiago teleported to Mars

 

Courtney Hunt drove Andrew to an office building. They rose

in an elevator to the fifth floor. Courtney left the elevator and

before Andrew could join him the entire elevator teleported to a

concrete bunker beneath the surface of Mars. Andrew states that



he rose up two flights of stairs to find himself behind the eye

socket of a giant statue. By walking through the eye socket he

found himself on the surface of Mars.

 

 

He describes the atmosphere on Mars as breathable but heavy in

the same way as Los Angeles is on a smoggy day. When

Andrew turned to face the statue it was that of a giant skull.

There were humans and Martians talking together. A hybrid

human was shackled by a rudimentary hut. The lower half of

the creature resembled a shapeless sleeping bag. There were

hands but no legs.

 



 

In the hut lived a man. This person had been on Mars for so

long he had become mentally deranged. Upon the return to the

skull statue Andrew and his handler spotted a Martian predator

that he claimed almost killed him as he was diving to the safety

of the eye socket of the skull. Since this incident Andrew claims

humans have been eaten by carniverous predators. For this

reason the colony on Mars is based underground. New age



lecturer David Willcock agrees with Andrew that there are

approximately 60000 people now living underground on Mars.

Both Andrew and David confirm that Martians and humans

have a common ancestrty. Andrew has published papers on his

visits to Mars. See photo above.

 

William Brett Stillings testifies to the validity of Andrew’s claims

that there is life on Mars. They both agree that the CIA have

deliberately leaked information to Basiago so that he will go

public with this amazing information. The CIA actaully want to

prepare people of our planet to become accustomed to this

incredible information.

 

Bernie Mendez was present during negotiations with E.T.s who

consider humans to be ‘contaminated’. They have warned us

not to entertain the thought of occupying the moon or other

planets.



 

Obama was a time traveller?

 

 



Basiago reveals that President Barack Obama (who was known to

him as Barry Soetoro at the time) was his classmate in a Mars

training program held at the College of the Siskiyous in 1980.

 

Other classmates were Regina E. Dugan who Obama had

appointed Director of Defense Advanced Research Projects

Agency (DARPA) in 2009, William C. McCool who was piloting

the Space Shuttle Columbia when it disintegrated, and William

Brett Stillings. Stillings says he also traveled to Mars and saw

Obama on the planet. Stillings and Basiago say that the class was

taught by Major Ed Dames who was a Captain at that time.

 

According to Mr. Basiago and Mr. Stillings, in Summer 1980 they

attended a three-week factual seminar about Mars to prepare them

for trips that were then later taken to Mars via teleportation.  The

course was taught by remote viewing pioneer Major Ed Dames,

who was then serving as a scientific and technical intelligence



officer for the U.S. Army.  It was held atthe College of the

Siskiyous ,  a small college near Mt. Shasta in California.

 

They state that ten teenagers were enrolled in the Mars training

program.  In addition to Basiago and Stillings, two of the eight

other teenagers in Major Dames’ class that they can identify today

were Barack Obama, who was then using the name “Barry

Soetoro,” and Regina Dugan. Mr. Obama appointed Dugan as the

19th director and first female director of the Defense Advanced

Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in 2009.

As many as seven parents of the ten students, all with ties to the

CIA, audited the class. They included Raymond F. Basiago, an

engineer for The Ralph M Parsons Co. He was the chief technical

liaison between Parsons and the CIA on Tesla-based teleportation;

Thomas Stillings, an operations analyst for the Lockheed

Corporation who had served with the Office of Naval Intelligence;



and Mr. Obama’s mother, Stanley Ann Dunham, who carried out

assignments for the CIA in Kenya and Indonesia.

From 1981 to 1983, the young attendees then went on to teleport to

Mars via a “jump room” located in a building occupied by Hughes

Aircraft at 999 N. Sepulveda Boulevard in El Segundo, California,

adjacent to the Los Angeles International Airport (LAX).

 

Quote from:

http://exopolitics.blogs.com/exopolitics/2011/11/mars-visitors-

basiago-and-stillings-confirm-barack-obama-traveled-to-mars-

1.html

 

Basiago, Obama, Stillings, and Dugan went to Mars at a time when

the U.S. presence on Mars was only just beginning but many had

already gone.

http://exopolitics.blogs.com/exopolitics/2011/11/mars-visitors-basiago-and-stillings-confirm-barack-obama-traveled-to-mars-1.html


Mr. Basiago states that in the early 1980’s, when they went, the

U.S. facilities on Mars were rudimentary and resembled the

construction phase of a rural mining project.    While there was

some infrastructure supporting the jump rooms on Mars, there

were no base-like buildings like the U.S. base on Mars first

revealed publicly by Command Sergeant Major Robert Dean at the

European Exopolitics Summit in Barcelona, Spain in 2009.

 

The primitive conditions that they encountered on Mars might

explain the high level of danger involved. Mr. Basiago and Mr.

Stillings agree that Major Dames stated during their training class at

The College of the Siskiyous in 1980:  “Of the 97,000 individuals

that we have thus far sent to Mars, only 7,000 have survived there

after five years.”

In light of these risks and prior to going to Mars Mr. Basiago



received additional training from Mr. Hunt. Hunt took Andrew to

the Lockheed facility in Burbank, California for training in the

avoidance of predators living on the surface of Mars.

 

Hunt (CIA officer) showed Mr. Basiago how to operate the

respiration device that he would wear only during his first jump to

Mars in July 1981. This provided him with a weapon to protect

himself on Mars.

When they first teleported to Mars in Summer 1981 they

confronted the situation that Major Dames had covered at length

during the class the previous summer – one of their principal

concerns on Mars would be to avoid being devoured by one of the

predator species on the Martian surface.

 

The Mars program was launched, Basiago and Stillings were told,

to establish a defense regime protecting the Earth from threats



from space and, by sending civilians, to establish a legal basis for

the U.S. to assert a claim of territorial sovereignty over Mars. 

 

In furtherance of these goals and the expectation that human

beings from Earth would begin visiting Mars in greater numbers,

their mission was to acclimate Martian humanoids and animals to

their presence or, as Major Dames stated during their training near

Mt. Shasta in 1980: “Simply put, your task is to be seen and not

eaten.”

 

Andrew Basiago also claims he was despatched back in time to the

Gettysburg address. He presents a photograph where he states he is

standing in the foreground.

 



 

Chronovision

 

Basiago describes an elaborate method of peering into the future

and reclaiming images of the past. He says Chronovision was able

to “capture the residual signals of a past events and the insipient

signals of a future events” which would then by amplified to create

a holographic image.  Basiago says this technology was initially



stumbled upon by Father Pellegrino Ernetti and Father Agostino

Gemelli of the Vatican in the late 1940’s and early 50’s.

 

They were attempting to separate and study the different

frequencies present in Gregorian chants. This was transferred to

the U.S. government in the early 1950’s for further development by

Italian physicist Enrico Fermi.   

 

Father Ernetti said “Every individual from birth to death traces an

arc in the quantum hologram of light and sound.  Everything that

has happened is happening now or will happen & is stored

somewhere in the quantum hologram.  The challenge is to find it

and capture the signal of it and amplify it.”

 

Other individuals who confirm life on Mars and the existence of

time travel devices include:

 



Milton William Cooper radio host and conspiracy theorist, Laura

Eisenhower great grandaughter of the President and Al Bielek who

claims to be Ed Cameron survivor of the Philadelphia experiment

and time traveller to the year 2045.

 

William Brett Stillings confirms Andrew Basiago’s claims including

meeting Barack Obama in class and on Mars. His first teleportation

experience was in 1979. He acknowledges that Martians were

frequently returning with him to our planet throughout the

1980s.He claims to have taken part in psy ops experiments.

 

As I stated before I make no comment for the validity of the

statements of those persons I have introduced you to in this

treatise.

 

Time travel he says is not only conceivable but a reality (provided

we can reach the requisite speed).



 

Scientists agree that time is experienced in different ways and at

different rates. Light speed is uniform but time travels more slowly

the faster a ‘body’ is travelling. This is known as time dilation. At

CERN it is the Muon (life span one millionth of a second) that is

accelerated to a velocity approaching light speed.

 

This essentially increases the life span of the Muon. The Muon has

passed into our future. Large bodies such as stars (and especially

black holes) actually bend spacetime. Because of this fact satellites

musr correct their GPS settings daily.

 



 

Black holes slow time substantially and scientists believe that by

entering a black hole one would be able to travel backwards in

time. They also believe the immense gravity of the black hole will

crush anything inside it – even light. They are therefore attempting

to create a ‘safe’ black hole in Geneva.

 

Cosmic Strings

 



Cosmic strings are naturally occurring time machines.

 

Cosmic strings are thin threads of energy that are hugely dense.

The tiniest string is able to warp time. If two infinite strings passed

each other they effectively create a time machine by warping light

eccentrically.

 

Cosmic Strings are hypothetically a 1-dimensional (spatially)

topological defect in the fabric of spacetime left over from the

formation of the universe. Interaction will create fields of closed

time-like curves permitting backwards time travel.

Some scientists have suggested using "cosmic strings" to construct

a time machine. By manoeuvering two cosmic strings close

together – or possibly just one string plus a black hole – it is

theoretically possible to create a whole array of "closed time-like



curves." Cause two infinitely long cosmic strings to pass each

other at very high speeds. Now if a spacedhip should fly in a

figure of eight around them it will be able to travel anywhere in the

Universe.

A black hole contains a one-dimensional singularity (infinitely

small point in the space-time continuum).

 

A cosmic string would be a two-dimensional infinitely thin line

that has even stranger effects on the fabric of space and time.

Although no one has discovered a cosmic string astrophysicists

have suggested that these strings may explain strange effects seen

in distant galaxies.

 



 

Cosmic strings are hypothesized to form when the field undergoes

a phase change in different regions of spacetime, resulting in

condensations of energy density at the boundaries between

regions. This is somewhat analogous to the imperfections that

form between crystal grains in solidifying liquids or the cracks that

form when water freezes into ice.

 

http://www.andersoninstitute.com/images/cosmic-strings-overview.jpg


The phase changes that produce cosmic strings may have occurred

in the earliest moments of the universe's evolution.

The key characteristics of the application of cosmic strings for time

control and time travel are presented in the picture below.

 

http://www.andersoninstitute.com/images/cosmic-strings-characteristics.jpg


 

A cosmic string 1.6 kilometers in length may be heavier than the

Earth. However general relativity predicts that the gravitational

potential of a straight string vanishes - there is no gravitational

force on static surrounding matter.

 

The only gravitational effect of a straight cosmic string is a relative

deflection of matter (or light) passing the string on opposite sides

(a purely topological effect). A closed loop of cosmic string

gravitates in a more conventional way. During the expansion of the

universe, cosmic strings would form a network of loops, and their

gravity could have been responsible for the original clumping of

matter into galactic superclusters.

A cosmic string oscillates at near the speed of light. This causes

part of the string to pinch off into an isolated loop. Such loops

have a finite lifespan due to decay via gravitational radiation.



On Earth a tunnel will be the shortest distance either through a

mountain or through the Earth itself. In spacetime the shortest

distance is through a wormhole:

 

 

Teleportation and Levitation

 



It is now widely accepted amongst mainstream science and

archaeology that the Egyptians could not possibly have erected the

pyramids using slave labour alone. In fact as we Google Earth our

way around the planet pyramids and ziggurats pop up on almost

every Continent.

So how were all the major ancient sites constructed (please

research the fantastic statues and cities almost forgotten in South

East Asia – places such as Cambodia)?

 

The current theory involves both levitation and teleportation.

 

Levitation is the raising of an object (often through the power of

the mind) which ordinarily would not be possible by such means

(eg a pen with sheer will) or is too darned heavy to ascend with

even the most powerful pieces of kit. Take for example the site at

Baalbek in Lebanon:

 



 

This site was first mentioned in the Epic of Gilgamesh (if you

don’t know what this is read my extremely large book entitled

Arrival of the Anunnaki by Gary G Margrove).

 

The smallest foundation Stones at Baalbek weigh over 25 tons

each.

 



No machine on Earth is able to lift or carry even one of these

stones let alone transport the entire (some say space craft landing

site) a distance of 25 miles from the quarry from which they

occurred naturally. So perhaps levitation or even teleportation is

the only possible solution. What is teleportation? Perhaps you have

seen old episodes of Star Trek?

 

Teleportation is  a ‘hypothetical’ mode of instantaneous

transportation; matter is dematerialized at one place and recreated

at another. Andrew Basiago will tell you it is not hypothetical.

 



Teleportation's As Easy As 1-2-3!

 

Over five years ago, scientists succeeded in teleporting

information. Unfortunately, the advance failed to bring us any

closer to the Star Trek future we all dream of. Now, researchers in

Japan have used the same principles to prove that energy can be

teleported in the same fashion as information. Rather than just

hastening the dawn of quantum computing, this development



could lead to practical, significant changes in energy distribution.

 

According to the theory, developed by Masahiro Hotta of Tohoku

University, Japan, a series of entangled particles could be stretched

across an infinite amount of space. By inducing an energy change

in one of the particles, the other entangled particles would change

as well. Eventually, to preserve conservation of energy, the original

particle would be destroyed, with its energy passing to the final

particle in the chain. Thus, the energy has been teleported from

one particle to another. Just like Star Trek. Our bodies are after all

a form of energy.

 



 

In 1995 a group of scientists from the J. Craig Venter Institute,

JCVI, launched a project “minimal genome“, whose goal was to

leave in the genetic code only the essential information for the

existence of a living organism. The research was based on the

bacterium Mycoplasma genitalium, which at that time had the

smallest genome of all known (482 genes). In 1999, Venter reduced

the number of genes to 382, creating a “semi-synthetic”



Mycoplasma laboratorium.

 

 

In 2003, together with colleagues from JCVI he announced to have

managed to transform one type of bacteria (M. capricolum) to

another (M. mycoides) using genome transplant, and in 2008 an

organism with a fully synthetic genome was created after a second

attempt.

 

Last year, Craig Venter published a new book Life at the Speed of

Light: From the Double Helix to the Dawn of Digital Life, in which

not only he describes the history of synthetic biology but also a

completely new concept of “biological teleportation”.

 

Venter argues that the information contained in the DNA can be

digitized and transmitted over cable or via electromagnetic waves,

and on the other end a special machine would synthesize

oligonucleotides (short DNA fragments) and a robot



would assemble the DNA completely identical to the original.

 

Such a “teleportation” promises significant savings of resources: in

fact, to transmit information about the status of all the atoms in

the human body about 1032 bits are required, but for the

transmission of digitized human genome – only 6 x 109 bits.

 

Technology that Venter writes about is not fiction – the

company Synthetic Genomics, founded by Venter and his

colleague Hamilton Smith, has been working on reading and

assembling the DNA. But, of course, teleportation of a person in

this manner cannot take place either now or in the near future. But

to transmit information about the strain of a new virus from one

laboratory to another and quickly create a vaccine to prevent

pandemic can be possible now.

 

In 2011, Synthetic Genomics in collaboration with the

pharmaceutical company Novartis demonstrated an “assembly” of



a vaccine based on the envelope proteins of avian

influenza virus H7N9 (later the method was repeated for other

strains) in less than five days (usually a similar vaccine production

requires about two months). Moreover, such method can allow to

build specialized bacteriophages which can be an excellent

alternative to the use of antibiotics.

 

However, Venter claims that these methods can be used not only

on our planet. Why not to use “biological teleportation” to detect

life on Mars? Equipping rover with a biological laboratory, it is

possible to transfer information about the found genomes to

Earth, where they can be recreated and studied. And maybe

someday the process will be reversed: the colonists will be able

to receive the necessary bacteria and plants from Earth.

 



Who thought that the 3-D printer would become a
reality?

 

Quantum Teleportation

 

What is teleportation? Here is an example. Lab A and Lab B each

have a box. Teleportation should treansport any object that is

placed in Box A and move it to Box B.



 

Of special interest to science fiction fans (among others) is human

teleportation, where a brave telenaut (whom we shall call Jim)

enters Box A and uses the teleportation machine to travel to Lab B.

It turns out that human teleportation appears possible in principle.

 

Teleportation of much smaller objects is not only possible but has

been accomplished in the laboratory. Our goal here is to explain

how teleportation is achieved.

 



 



Classical teleportation

 

Load the cargo of box A onto a truck, drive the truck over to lab B

then unload the cargo into box B. Of course this is transportation

not teleportation.

 

A giant 3-D fax machine could in theory reproduce a human being.

 



 

Assuming the appropriate matter and energy is available in Lab B.

The aim is to assemble it such that it is identical to the object

placed in Box A.

 

There are so many drawbacks to this method not least that there

would be two identical humans then three and so on.

 



Quantum teleportation

 

The surprising result of quantum teleportation is that even though

the "measure and reconstruct" procedure does not work, there is

an alternative procedure that effectively validates teleportation in

the quantum world.

 

Not until the publication of a 1993 paper by Bennett, Brassard,

Crepeau, Jozsa, Peres and Wootters that scientists realized quantum

teleportation was possible.

 



 

An entangled state is a pair of objects that are correlated in a

quantum way. Below we will describe a specific example known as

the "singlet state" of two spins. However, let us first explore the

consequences of this extra requirement for quantum teleportation.

 

To prepare an entangled state of two particles, one essentially has

to begin with both particles in the same laboratory. Begin in Lab A.



 

In practice sending this particle to Lab B will destroy one entangled

state to create another entangled state.

 

The only solution is that in the past the wall that separates Lab A

and Lab B was non existent. At that time scientists from the two

labs colluded, created a large number of entangled states, then

carried them to their respective laboratories.

 



 

The entanglement requirement poses a second problem since it is

destroyed when used.

 

Entanglement is effectively a resource that is slowly depleted as

teleportations occur. It can be renewed by meeting in person and



then carrying entanglement back from Lab A to Lab B but it has to

be transported without the use of teleportation. In principle this is

difficult, otherwise we wouldn't have bothered using teleportation

from A to B in the first place. However, the idea is that one

difficult journey from A to B will allow in future many quick

transfers from A to B.

 

Quantum information cannot be copied. The only way to teleport

an object to Lab B is to destroy the object at Lab A.

 



 

At first glance, though, there seems to be a way to use the

teleportation procedure for superluminal communication. That is,

by measuring the spins in Lab A, we are instantaneously modifying

the spin in Lab B.

 



Real experiments that perform teleportation

 

A number of groups conducted experimental realizations of the

quantum teleportation procedure described above in the years 1997

and 1998, using a variety of different systems such as the spin (or

polarization) of photons and the spin of atoms. In many cases Labs

A and B were the left and right side of a table, and the spins were

teleported roughly 50 cm.

 

The reason distance becomes relevant has to do with the

distribution of entanglement which becomes harder as the

separation between the two "labs" increases. A second related

problem is the storing of entanglement which can only be done for

very short periods, so in practice most early experiments distribute

the entanglement only moments before it is to be used for

teleportation. However, these experiments were sufficient to

convince most physicists that teleportation of spins is possible.



 

Since 1997 there have also been many improved versions of the

teleportation experiment. For instance, the distance has been

increased in one experiment to 600 m, and the accuracy of the

teleported state has also been slowly improving.

 

In principle, if you can teleport one spin, then you can teleport

many spins simply by repeating the experiment in series many

times. But this roughly only works on disjoint spins.

 

To teleport a single object comprised of many spins is still out of

reach of present day experiments.

 

In the future, though, we should see experiments that teleport large

numbers of spins.

 

Certainly, if a practical quantum computer is ever built then the



same technology would likely allow us to teleport a few thousand

spins. It is likely that this will happen within the next 30--50 years,

if not sooner.

 

 



But will we ever be able to teleport people?

 

There are some 10^29 matter particles comprising a human person,

each of which has position and momentum degrees of freedom in

addition to spin. In principle, we might also need to teleport the

photons, gluons and other energy particles comprising a person.

 

While most scientists expect that ten, hundreds and maybe even

thousands of spins will be teleported in practice some day, the

teleportation of a human being, even in principle, is actually still a

controversial subject.

 

In the meantime, one can ask if there any applications for

teleporting thousands of spins?

 

In the future it is likely that quantum computers (i.e., computers

capable of processing quantum information) will be built. These



computers will need to exchange quantum information. One way

these exchanges of information can occur is via a quantum phone

(a device capable of sending and received quantum messages).

 

Some time within the next 100 years you will see a quantum

teleportation device for sale in your local computer store.

 

Scientists at the world’s largest Hadron Collider are attempting to

create a wormhole.



 

Professor Ron Mallett believes we are on the verge of travelling

through time. He thinks that the artificial circular motion of light

will be used to control gravity which in turn controls time.

 

To incorporate the possibility of time travel to the past many

scientists adopt the hypothesis that there are an infinite number of

possible pasts and futures and therefore an infinite number of

universes.

 

Should we be granted the ability to travel back into the past then

we would surely remedy any unfortunate circumstances such as

the assassination of President John F Kennedy. Of course this

would depend entirely on those in control of the time travel

device. There is just one snag: Precisely the same people who had

Kennedy assassinated are in control of the USA nowadays. They

work fort he Illuminati and work towards a New World Order (for



full details read my treatise on New World Order). In effect

ownership of a time travel device gives that corporation ownership

of the world, perhaps the Universe.  A sobering thought.

 

NAMASTE

 

Gary Margrove has written over 100 books. For full

knowledge of the truth of human history, religion and

time travel, what will happen to us in future and the evil

cabal that have enslaved mankind read them all. Also

available the shocking facts regarding human genetic

engineering entitled Arrival of the Anunnaki by Gary

G Margrove. This treatise provides you with a true

account of the creation of the human race.

 

You may be interested in the following books by the

same author



 

Mars Colony and Moon Bases

Four Blood Moons

Aliens, Nazis and Hollow Earth

Nibiru Destroyer of Earth

The Glory of God

Princess Diana Had To Die

Prison Planet Earth

The Greatest Conspiracy of All Time

Continent of Atlantis

Sacred Symbols and Occult Design
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